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TO APPROPRIATE ONE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY-SIX DOLLARS AND NINETY-FIVE CENTS ($1,286.95) TO THE LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY DEBATE TEAM TO HELP DEFRAY THE COSTS OF ATTENDING THE CEDA NATIONAL TOURNAMENT.

PARAGRAPH 1: WHEREAS, the LSU Debate Team's current budget is not sufficient to foster program growth, and

PARAGRAPH 2: WHEREAS, the Debate Team is one of the only programs at LSU which actively participates in academic competitions, and

PARAGRAPH 3: WHEREAS, the ethic of debate is at the heart of the philosophy of STUDENT GOVERNMENT, and

PARAGRAPH 4: WHEREAS, without additional funding, the LSU Debate Team has no chance of becoming a nationally competitive debate program, and

PARAGRAPH 5: THEREFORE, the LSU A&M STUDENT SENATE HEREBY APPROPRIATES ONE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY-SIX DOLLARS AND NINETY-FIVE CENTS ($1,286.95) TO HELP DEFRAY THE COSTS OF ATTENDING THE CEDA NATIONAL TOURNAMENT.